Examples of Key Questions whilst sharing a book
 When / where does the story begin (time / place / position in book)
 What does the picture tell you?
 Have you seen any pictures like this before?
 What happened at/in….? (e.g.- the woods)
 What do you think ….. (the character) is saying?
 Where did…… (the characters) go?
 Can you tell me about …… (events / characters / setting)
 What did you find out about……?
 How did ……..?
 Why did …….? (reasons for a character’s actions)
 Why do you think …….?
 Do you know of any other stories like this?
 Has this ever happened to you? (relate pictures to child’s own experiences)
 What does……. (the character) think / feel? (How do you know?)
 How can you tell that….? (e.g.- the little pig is sad)
 What might happen next?
 How did you know….? (e.g. – The wolf would be bad)
 Were there any characters in the story that we find in traditional tales?
 Did anything surprise you in this book?
 What did you like / dislike about this book?
 This story is both sad and happy can you say why?
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